1. **Collective Nouns**

Choose the best collective noun to complete the sentence.

A _____ of fish swam below the boat.

- herd
- school
- pod
- gaggle

2. **Collective Nouns**

Choose the best collective noun to complete the sentence.

My baseball _____ won three games this season.

- gang
- team
- bunch
- crowd

Choose the best collective noun to complete the sentence.

A _____ of bees chased me around the yard.

- pod
- herd
- gaggle
- swarm

Choose the best collective noun to complete the sentence.

Our teacher gave her _____ a homework assignment.

- gang
- bunch
- class
- crowd
5. Collective Nouns
Choose the best collective noun to complete the sentence.

A _______ of birds flew over our house.
flock  swarm

6. Collective Nouns
Choose the best collective noun to complete the sentence.
The principal met with the _______ before school.
crowd  audience

Choose the best collective noun to complete the sentence.

In order to reach the top floor, I had to walk up a _______ of stairs.
mess  batch
litter  flight

Choose the best collective noun to complete the sentence.

When you’re at the store, please buy a _______ of bread.
team  bouquet
loaf  group
9. **Collective Nouns**

Choose the best collective noun to complete the sentence.

A ______ of puppies was born last week.

pound  gaggle  litter

10. **Collective Nouns**

Choose the best collective noun to complete the sentence.

My boss met with her ______ after work.

audience  staff

Choose the best collective noun to complete the sentence.

A ______ of elephants were charging toward us.

crew  batch  herd  school

Choose the best collective noun to complete the sentence.

There's a ______ of ants living under this rock.

colony  team  pod  litter
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Collective Nouns

Choose the best collective noun to complete the sentence.

My grandfather baked a fresh _______ of cookies.

deck  bunch  loaf  band

We listened to the _______ play music as we ate dinner.

hand  fleet

I bought a _______ of bananas at the market.

loaf  hand  band  fleet

Let’s shuffle this _______ of cards.

batch  group  swarm  deck
17. **Collective Nouns**

Choose the best collective noun to complete the sentence.

A _______ of thieves has been stealing pies.

- gang
- hoard

18. **Collective Nouns**

Choose the best collective noun to complete the sentence.

A _______ of ships crossed the ocean.

- school
- fleet

Choose the best collective noun to complete the sentence.

The president gave a speech to the _______.

- pod
- hoard
- crowd

Choose the best collective noun to complete the sentence.

Before winter, I will need to buy a new _______ of gloves.

- set
- bunch
- pair
- flight
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21. Collective Nouns
Choose the best collective noun to complete the sentence.

My scout _______ is going on a camping trip.

family  gang

22. Collective Nouns
Choose the best collective noun to complete the sentence.

There is a _______ of hay in the barn.

bale  mess

Choose the best collective noun to complete the sentence.

I bought a _______ of grapes at the farm stand.

batch  bunch
string  crowd

Choose the best collective noun to complete the sentence.

My mother cut the _______ of cheese.

collection  bouquet
loaf  block
25. Collective Nouns

Choose the best collective noun to complete the sentence.

The _______ clapped after the concert.

- convoy
- audience

26. Collective Nouns

Choose the best collective noun to complete the sentence.

Would you like a _______ of chocolate?

- bale
- deck

Choose the best collective noun to complete the sentence.

We saw a _______ of geese on the golf course.

- gaggle
- litter
- herd
- crowd

Choose the best collective noun to complete the sentence.

My teacher has a _______ of books in the classroom.

- bale
- library
- deck
- swarm
29. **Collective Nouns**

Choose the best collective noun to complete the sentence.

When she drove down the dirt road, she left a _______ of dust in the air.

- cloud
- group
- flock

30. **Collective Nouns**

Choose the best collective noun to complete the sentence.

We listened to the _______ play beautiful music.

- audience
- flock
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Task Cards: Collective Nouns

Write the collective noun that completes each sentence.

1. _____________________________  
2. _____________________________  
3. _____________________________  
4. _____________________________  
5. _____________________________  
6. _____________________________  
7. _____________________________  
8. _____________________________  
9. _____________________________  
10. _____________________________  
11. _____________________________  
12. _____________________________  
13. _____________________________  
14. _____________________________  
15. _____________________________ 
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9. _____________________________  
10. _____________________________  
11. _____________________________  
12. _____________________________  
13. _____________________________  
14. _____________________________  
15. _____________________________  
16. _____________________________  
17. _____________________________  
18. _____________________________  
19. _____________________________  
20. _____________________________  
21. _____________________________  
22. _____________________________  
23. _____________________________  
24. _____________________________  
25. _____________________________  
26. _____________________________  
27. _____________________________  
28. _____________________________  
29. _____________________________  
30. _____________________________
Write the collective noun that completes each sentence.

1. _____________________________
2. _____________________________
3. _____________________________
4. _____________________________
5. _____________________________
6. _____________________________
7. _____________________________
8. _____________________________
9. _____________________________
10. ____________________________
11. ____________________________
12. ____________________________
13. ____________________________
14. ____________________________
15. ____________________________
16. ____________________________
17. ____________________________
18. ____________________________
19. ____________________________
20. ____________________________
21. ____________________________
22. ____________________________
23. ____________________________
24. ____________________________
25. ____________________________
26. ____________________________
27. ____________________________
28. ____________________________
29. ____________________________
30. ____________________________

Available Words:
- school
- team
- swarm
- class
- flock
- faculty
- flight
- loaf
- litter
- staff
- herd
- colony
- batch
- band
- hand
- deck
- gang
- fleet
- crowd
- pair
- deck
- gang
- fleet
- crowd
- pair
- herd
- colony
- batch
- band
- hand
- audience
- bar
- gaggle
- library
- cloud
- orchestra